
Park Ranger 2150
Mulch Mower

With the mulch mower the lawn is mulched while mowing. It cuts and 
recuts the grass into tiny particles and blows them down into the lawn. The 
fine cut grass decomposes rapidly and is left to mulch the lawn throughout 
the summer - and moss does not thrive in a mulched lawn! The mulch 
mower ensures a professionally groomed lawn, which can be enjoyed all 
throughout the summer. 
 
This articulated machine and the clear view to the mower during 
mowing make manoeuvring easy. It is a pleasure cutting the grass - also 
between obstacles such as trees and flowerbeds and under bushes. And 
thanks to its light weight, the Park Ranger 2150 does not leave tracks 
on the lawn.

With the Park Ranger 2150 the changeover from one attachment to 
another is done in less than 4 minutes - no tools required!
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Technical data
Mulch Mower

Dimensions

Attached:

Length 2,780 mm
Width 1,290 mm
Height 1,935 mm

Storage dimensions:

Length 980 mm
Width 1,290 mm
Height 480 mm

Technical data:
Weight 96 kg
Cutting width         1,210 mm
Adjustable cutting-height          30-70 mm   
Ground clearance   
below mower 100 mm
No. of mower blades 2
Cutting speed  
Tip speed 77 m/sec
Theoretical mowing area  
per hour 5-10,000 m2/h

EU standard approved 
CE certified according to EU Directive

Special features

Lightweight machine with wide-tread wheels and mulch mower with piano wheels, 
which make the mower follow the steering.  Result: no tracks on the lawn

The mulch mower is fitted in a floating position and therefore follows the terrain – 
across uneven areas, too 
 
The mower can tilt up and rest on the two support wheels – making cleaning and 
moving easy 

Optional equipment

Large radiator cover: Choking of the radiator grille while mowing very dry grass in dusty
surroundings can be avoided by mounting the large radiator cover. The radiator cover can 
be ordered from an authorised Nilfisk-Egholm distributor.

2,780 mm 1,290 mm
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